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Nonlinearities in emission from the lower polariton branch of semiconductor microcavities
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Stimulated scattering of spin-polarized lower branch polaritons~LP! arising from their bosonic character is
reported. The observations are achieved in a microcavity close to zero detuning between the uncoupled exciton
and photon modes, under conditions of circularly polarized resonant excitation into the upper polariton branch.
The key role played by the bosonic nature of the LP states is demonstrated by measurements of the degree of
circular polarization of the emitted lightPLP . At low-excitation densities,PLP is of the order of 30% in the
whole range of wave vectorsk,2.104 cm21. However, at higher excitation intensities,PLP increases drasti-
cally, up to 80%, for LP’s withk'0, and is accompanied by the appearance of strong nonlinearities in the LP
emission intensity whilstP remains unchanged for weakly coupled polaritons withk.104 cm21.
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Semiconductor microcavities~MC! modify the spectral
and spatial distribution of photon fields and as a res
change the nature and efficiency of light-matter interact
processes. The optical properties of MC’s have attracte
high degree of interest ever since the first observation of
regime of strong light-exciton coupling in such structure1

This regime is realized in high finesse MC’s with quantu
wells ~QW! embedded in the active layer when the coupli
between the MC photon~C! and the QW exciton~X! modes
exceeds their broadening. The resulting coupled excit
photon system is described in terms of cavity polaritons
analogy to the excitonic polaritons of bulk materials.2 Recent
studies of nonlinear emission in MC’s have been the sub
of significant new interest and controversy.3–6 Superlinear
behavior in emission intensity has been observed at the
ergy of the photonlike mode, even in MC’s with positiv
C-X detuningD5EC2EX .4,6 These observations were in
tially attributed to the effects of Bose statistics, and refer
to as ‘‘boser action.’’4 Such an explanation assumes excito
to be well-defined particles, a questionable assumption
the high-excitation densities used in Ref. 4. In particular,
superlinear growth of intensity in Ref. 4 was preceded b
strong decrease of the Rabi splitting indicating the supp
sion of the strong exciton-photon coupling. As a result alt
native explanations of these effects were sought: A m
body treatment of the coupled system of QW carriers in
acting with the quantized light field was found to reprodu
well the experimental observation within the framework o
transition from the strong to weak coupling regimes, rat
than the occurrence of boser action.6

Recently Senellart and Bloch7 reported the observation o
superlinear behavior of the intensity of the photon-like p
lariton mode in an MC with large negativeX-C detuning.
These observations were achieved in the range of rather
excitation powers when the Rabi splitting was unperturb
The superlinearity was found to become weak with incre
ing excitonic character of LP’s.
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~16!/11293~4!/$15.00
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In this paper, we focus attention on the bosonic proper
of the lower polariton~LP! mode in a III-V GaAs/AlAs MC
with zero detuning when the states of the LP branch h
large ~50%! excitonic character. Quite recently Le Si Dan
et al.8 observed superlinear LP emission in the stron
coupling regime in II-VI MC’s withD50. They suggested
that one possible explanation for this behavior was stim
lated bosonic scattering, favored by the relatively hig
exciton binding energy in CdTe QW’s.

We investigate here III-V MC’s with InxGa12xAs QW’s
but, in contrast to previous studies,4,6,7 resonant circularly
polarized excitation into the bottom of the upper polarit
~UP! branch is employed. We find that the polariton syste
is markedly spin polarized, i.e., the spin relaxation time
the photoexcited polaritons exceeds their lifetime. With
creasing excitation intensity we observe nonlinearities in
photoluminescence~PL! intensity which occuronly for the
majority polarization and occur below the onset of excit
bleaching. The study of the spin relaxation of photoexci
UP’s as a function of excitation density enables us to obt
clear evidence for the bosonic character of the dense
system in MC’s with zero detuning.

The sample under investigation was a double MC str
ture grown by metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy. The Bra
mirrors are composed ofl/4 Al0.13Ga0.87As/AlAs layers of
12, 14.5, and 17.5 pair repeats, respectively, in the up
intermediate and lower mirrors. Each GaAs cavity conta
three 10-nm In0.06Ga0.94As/AlAs QW’s. Growth-related non-
uniformities permit tuning of the photon mode energy, mo
tored by measuring the PL signal from different spots on
sample. The regions examined on the sample were de
mined by an Al mask deposited on the sample with sm
20-m diameter holes. The results reported here are obta
for the case when only one cavity mode has energy clos
the exciton level. The other photon mode is located 10 m
higher than the lower UP mode and plays no significant r
in the observed phenomena. The sample was maintained
He cryostat at a temperature 5 K. A tunable Ti-Sapphire la
R11 293 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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was used for resonant excitation of the polariton states.
PL signal was dispersed by a double 1-m monochrom
and detected by a nitrogen cooled charge coupled de
~CCD! camera or GaAs photomultiplier. To avoid samp
heating, chopped laser excitation was employed.

The experiments were carried out on several spots on
sample with Rabi splittingV55.460.3 meV andX-C de-
tuning uDu,0.6 meV. The values ofV and D were deter-
mined from polariton dispersion curves measured by an
resolved PL spectroscopy at low excitation intensity.
typical dispersion is displayed in Fig. 1 and shows that
X-C coupling is maximum atF'0 and becomes very sma
at F.25°.

Figure 2~a! displayss1 ands2 polarized PL spectra fo
conditions of resonant excitation into the bottom of the U
branch (F53°) with s1 polarized light. The PL spectra ar
recorded atF50 ~with an angular resolution of 0.5°) an
correspond to the emission of polaritons with wavenumb
k,103 cm21. The intensities of the spectra are normaliz
to the excitation powerW. The dominant emission arise
from the LP mode. At lowW it is located at 1.449 eV in both

FIG. 1. Polariton dispersion obtained from low-excitation ang
resolved photoluminescence measurements.

FIG. 2. s1 and s2 polarized PL spectra atF50 ~a! and F
525° ~b! for various densities ofs1-polarized resonant excitation
In ~a! the PL intensity is normalized to the laser power and
numbers in the left column indicate the multiplication factors e
ployed to display thes2 spectra.
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polarizations. The intensity of the peak ins1 polarization,
LP1, is greater than fors2, LP2, implying that the spin-
relaxation time is longer than the lifetime and that the ph
toexcited gas of polaritons is significantly spin polarize
The behavior of the LP1 and LP2 peaks with increasing
excitation density is very different. The LP1 peak shifts to
higher energies by about 1.3 meV and exhibits a superlin
increase in intensity forW.600 W/cm2 and its width nar-
rows slightly. By contrast, LP2 increases slightly sublinearly
in intensity, and displays a much smaller shift in energy b
a stronger broadening.

The behavior of thek50 LP emission spectra is marked
different from those recorded at largek where the PL arises
from the excitonlike polariton states. Reference to Fig
shows that LPs acquire a dominant exciton character foF
.20225°(k.2.104 cm21) when the X-C detuning ex-
ceeds 2V. PL spectra recorded at 25° are displayed in F
2~b!. They consist of a single line markedX. For smallW the
s1 to s2 integrated intensity ratio for this line,I X

1/I X
2 is

very similar to that for thek50 LP peak in Fig. 2~a!. How-
ever, in contrast to the strong increase ofI LP

1 /I LP
2 with W, the

ratio I X
1/I X

2 changes only very little.
Figure 2~b! shows furthermore that the full width at ha

maximum of the lineX becomes as great as 3.5 meV at hi
W. Such broadening indicates strong exciton-exciton inter
tion, as expected at high-exciton density,nX . Indeed, a
rough estimate11 of nX based onW and a typical exciton
lifetime gives nX of 1.2 to 3.631010 cm22 for W5400
21200 W/cm2. The value ofV can be determined directly
from the k'0 LP and UP energy gap. It is important t
determine whether the sample is still in the strong coupl
regime under conditions when the marked broadening of
X line occurs. To verify this the UP energy was determin
from PL excitation~PLE! spectra of theF50 LP1 peak
recorded with an angle of incidence of the laser beam of
We observed a shift of 1 meV of the UP1 mode to lower
energy over the range of powers investigated. In order
obtain an unambiguous correspondence between the1

and UP1 mode energies with power, PL spectra were fi
recorded at fixedW for a set of excitation photon energie
Then the PLE spectrum was recorded for detection at the
maximum. Figure 3 displays PL and PLE spectra obtain
for W51100 W/cm2. The UP1 line is well resolved in the
PLE spectra up toW51300 W/cm2, two times greater than
the thresholdW for the superlinear behavior in the LP1

mode intensity. The transition to the weak-coupling regim
takes place atW.150021800 W/cm2 when a very narrow
lasing line appears in thes1 PL spectra and the UP1 peak

-

e
-

FIG. 3. PL and PLE spectra atW51100 W/cm2. The arrows
indicate the energies used for excitation and detection of the P
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becomes unresolvable in PLE. For different spots on
sample the lasing energy changes from 1.4510 to 1.4522
and is determined by the energy of the uncoupled pho
mode~similar to earlier observations of Refs. 6 and 8!. This
regime is beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 4~a! shows that the shift of the UP1 and LP1

modes withW is opposite in sign but similar in magnitude
indicating a reduction of the Rabi splitting for thes1 polari-
tons. V1 decreases from 5.4 to 3 meV, with most of t
decrease occurring forW.800 W/cm22 due to exciton-
exciton interactions. A simple estimate13 shows that the ex-
citon broadening of 3.5 meV itself is expected to lead to
relatively small, 0.7-0.8 meV, decrease ofV. The stronger
observed reduction of the LP1-UP1 splitting is thus prob-
ably due to a decrease of oscillator strength for majority,s1,
excitons. The surprisingly large difference in the shifts of t
LP1 and LP2 peak positions with W in Fig. 2~a! should be
noted. Coulomb screening at high density is expected
cause a similar quenching of Rabi splitting for both polariz
tions. We believe there are two likely reasons for this beh
ior. Firstly, phase space filling and hence the correspond
change of the LP energy will be greater forX1 thanX2 and
secondly stronger optical transitions from exciton to sing
biexciton states forX1 thanX2 are likely. Although detailed

FIG. 4. ~a! Energies of LP1, LP2, and UP1 peaks vs the exci-
tation density.~b! Integrated intensities ofs1 ands2 LP peaks at
k50. The dotted vertical line indicates the threshold power for
nonlinear behavior. The dash line corresponds to the linear de
dence.~c! The degree of polarization for thek50 ~LP! and high
k52.43104 cm21(X) lower branch polariton states. The upp
scale shows the estimated exciton density per QW~see text and Ref.
11!.
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calculations are necessary for quantitative conclusions to
reached, we emphasize that the very small change in the2

energy is strong evidence that the exciton system is re
sented by well defined quasi-particles in the whole range
W,1300 W/cm2. We thus conclude that our experiment
data show that the observed nonlinearities in theLP1 emis-
sion intensity take place in the strong coupling regime.

Figure 4~b! shows thatI LP
1 displays a strong superlinea

greater than quadratic variation forW.600– 700 W/cm2.
We interpret this behavior as arising from the polariton de
sity at the bottom of the LP1 branch becoming sufficiently
large to cause stimulated scattering into these states du
their bosonic character.

Further evidence is provided from study of polariton d
polarization during energy relaxation from thek50 UP
states to thek50 LP states. It is seen from Fig. 1 that dire
acoustic phonon scattering of photoexcitedk'0 UP1 po-
laritons to the bottom of the LP branch is not possible.9,10 It
is well established that the UPs scatter first mainly to theX
states with large,.105 cm21,k which then scatter to the LP
states with smallerk.10,12 The energy of acoustic phonons9

effective in polariton scattering is 1–2 meV, close to t
energy difference between the LP states withk'23104

cm21 andk,103 cm21 ~c.f. Fig. 1!. As a result the polar-
ization degree of the LP emission atF50,PLP5(I LP

1

2I LP
2 )/(I LP

1 1I LP
2 ), is expected to be smaller than that

LP’s with k'2.104 cm21,PX . The experimental depen
dence ofPLP andPX is displayed in Fig. 4~c!. It is seen that
during the scattering process the photoexciteds1 polaritons
undergo marked depolarization. At lowW the degree of po-
larization decreases toPX50.3 at k'2.104 cm21, i.e., at
the bottom of the exciton band, and decreases furthe
PLP'0.25 at the bottom of LP branch. However with in
creasingW the polarization ratioPLP changes to 0.8~corre-
sponding toI LP

1 '8I LP
2 ) and becomes much larger thanPX ,

which changes only very weakly. Such a drastic increase
PLP indicates strongly the enhancement of scattering i
LP1 states relative to LP2, and demonstrates clearly the a
pearance of new mechanisms favoring scattering into
LP1 states. Such non-linear behavior, favoring strongly j
one sense of circular polarization fork'0 polaritons cannot
arise from the nature of the scattering mechanism alone
regarding stimulation effects: phonon scattering which m
proceed via high-k exciton states which have only small po
larization ratio is spin independent, whereas exciton-exci
scattering although likely to favor the photoexciteds1 po-
larization, should also lead to a highly polarizedk
'2.104 cm21 population, which is not observed. An add
tional enhancement of the scattering into LP1 with smallk is
most likely due to final state stimulation, arising from th
Boson character of the polaritons when the filling of LP1

states exceeds one. Such stimulation is expected to ha
marked threshold character and to increase strongly with
nal state filling, as observed.

Thus, the polarization selective measurements that d
onstrate the superlinearity of only thek'0 LP1 line inten-
sity provide strong evidence that the nonlinearities obser
in the strong-coupling regime are connected to the cohere
of dense bosonic LP states. We also emphasize that altho
the effects occur at high density they do not arise fro
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stimulated emission of photons; lasing at the energy of
uncoupled photon mode is seen, but only at higher den
still when the system moves into the weak-coupling regim

In conclusion, by employing resonants1 excitation into
the upper polariton branch we have found long polari
spin-relaxation times in MC’s with zeroX-C mode detuning.
Weak excitation with polarized light results in 30% polariz
tion of lower branch polaritons withk,3.104 cm21. With
increasingW we have observed a superlinear increase in
emission from LP1 states withk,104 cm21. We have dem-
onstrated that these phenomena occur in the strong cou
regime from a combination of PL and PLE measureme
No superlinearities occur in the PL from the bottom of t
LP branch ins2 polarization, nor for either polarization fo
ys
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LP states withk.104 cm21. Such behavior provides stron
evidence that the nonlinearities arise from stimulated sca
ing into spin-polarized states at the bottom of LP branch,
stimulation arising as a result of the bosonic character of
polariton states. We stress that the use of circularly polari
excitation and detection techniques play a key role in
success of this work; they enable the population of the m
jority spin species to be probed directly, whilst study of t
minority species provides simultaneous information on n
stimulated scattering processes.
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